Charged oxygen interstitials
in corundum: first principles simulations
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Combining supercell models and hybrid B3PW exchangecorrelation functionals, ab initio simulations on quasi-stable
configurations of interstitial O i− ions in α-Al2O3 (corundum)
crystals and possible migration trajectories have been modelled. We have studied crystalline distortion around migrating
−
O i including interatomic distances and the effective atomic
charges, as well as redistributions of the electronic density.
Unlike neutral interstitial atom Oi studied by us previously,
migrating O i− ion does not form dumbbells with the nearest
q−
regular O reg oxygen ions, due to the strong Coulomb interac-

q+

tion with the nearest Al reg cations as well as stronger repulq−
sion between O i− and adjacent regular O reg ions. We have
also estimated the energy barrier for migration between the
nearest quasi-stable configurations of interstitial O i− ion. One
of these configurations is an octahedron formed by six nearest
−
O qreg
anions in the centre of which O i− ion is located, unlike
a neutral Oi atom which prefers to migrate directly towards
q−
one of adjacent O reg anions with the dumbbell formation. As
the result, the barrier for O i− ion migration in corundum has
been found to be by ~70% smaller than that of Oi atom.
© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Various types of point defects created
by irradiation of α-Al2O3 (corundum) by high-energy neutrons and ions have been intensively studied during last
two decades, both experimentally and theoretically [1-14].
Structural changes as a result of exposure to radiation appear mainly as neutral and charged aluminium and oxygen
vacancies (VAl and VO) [1-8, 11, 14], interstitial atoms
(Ali and Oi) [1, 4, 5, 7-9, 11, 12] as well as complementary
Frenkel defect pairs in both sublattices: (VAl+Ali) and
(VO+Oi) [4, 7, 8, 11]. In majority of theoretical studies
mentioned above, neutral point defects or Frenkel pairs
have been studied, while the authors of Refs. [7, 8] analysed properties of both charged interstitials (Aliq + and
q−
q+
Oiq - ) and vacancies ( VAl and VO ) as well as analogous
types of neutral defects, comparing their properties. It was
concluded therein that defects in their highest charge states
are more stable under most conditions, but in some regimes neutral defects also exist [8].
In the two recent publications, we have reported properties of neutral Frenkel pairs (VO+Oi) [11] and neutral Oi

interstitials [11, 12]. It was found that migration of interstitial Oi atoms leads to the formation of (Oreg-Oi) dumbbells
with regular oxygen ions. The trajectory of interstitial oxygen atom migration includes breaking its bond with one
O qreg− ion and motion towards next-neighboring O qreg− ion,
characterized by the energy barrier ~1.3 eV [12].
In this study, we have performed ab initio simulations
of a charged interstitial O i− ion in α-Al2O3 using the same
computational method and atomistic models as previously
[11, 12], and compared the results obtained for neutral Oi
atoms and charged O i− ions including their migration trajectories inside corundum lattice.
2 Theoretical background
2.1 Computational details Corundum crystals containing oxygen interstitials, irrespectively neutral or
charged, have been calculated using DFT-LCAO method
[12]. To perform spin-polarized calculations on all the defective configurations, we have applied CRYSTAL14 code
[15] with localized basis set of atomic functions adapted
© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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for periodic systems using the hybrid B3PW exchangecorrelation functional [16]. Both the all-valence basis set
(BS) for atomic Gaussian-type-functions (GTFs) described
oxygen (constructed using pure s- and d- as well as hybrid
sp-AOs in the form of 6s-2111sp-1d as described elsewhere [17]) as well as the effective core pseudopotential
(ECP) DURAND-21G* developed for Al [18] (with 3s23p1
external valence shell) have been applied for our largescale first principles calculations. To provide a balanced
summation in direct and reciprocal lattices, the reciprocal
space integration has been performed by sampling the Brillouin zone with the 4×4×4 Monkhorst-Pack mesh [19].
To perform calculations on charged defects, a uniform
background charge density has been added to neutralize
the charge in the reference cell [15], whereas to mimic O i−
ion, one electron has been added to its 2p-orbital. The effective charges on atoms have been estimated using the
Mulliken population analysis [20]. Calculations on all the
defective α-Al2O3 structures have been performed with the
defect structure optimization based on the total energy
minimization [15]. The energies of the transition states
(corresponding to migration barriers) have been obtained
using the distinguished reaction coordinate technique following the method [21] as implemented in the CRYSTAL14 code. The optimized migration path corresponds to
a trajectory of local minimum points on the potential energy surface (PES). Simulations of migration paths has
been calculated in the internal coordinates, defining and
freezing distance between O i− ion and one of the regular
O qreg− ion on each step. The optimized structure can be
identified using a “minimization” algorithm which may
turn out to be either local minima or transition state (TS)
structures.
2.2 Models of α-Al2O3 for simulations of migration paths
We have used the same corundum supercells 2×2×1 (120+1 atoms) and larger 3×3×1 model
(270+1 atoms) as in our recent papers [11, 12]. Figure 1
clearly shows
a difference in coordination of adjacent
q+
regular Ali and O qreg− ions around one of regular oxygen
ions (a), interstitial Oi atom (b) and interstitial O i− ion (c).
All the cases could be described by different coordination
numbers of regular ions surrounding considered oxygen in
the centre of each image. This difference can be qualitatively explained by different charge distributions causing
appearance of different local Coulomb interatomic forces.
This is why, we have selected two initial positions for
interstitial oxygen (either charged or neutral): (1) oxygen is
placed in the centre octahedral site (left image in Fig. 2) –
O i− ion has been found more stable in this site due to electrostatic interaction with the nearest Al ions, and (2) interstitial oxygen atom is displaced from the center of octahedron towards one of a regular oxygen atom ( d O 0 − O ≈
i

−
confirmed in recent calculations [9, 12]. Nevertheless, O i
ion also causes an approach of a regular O qreg− , but closer to

the center of octahedron (Fig. 1c). Majority of these calculations have been performed for a 2×2×1, although a larger
3×3×1 supercell qualitatively confirmed the same conclusions. Relying on the obtained results, we have chosen a
2×2×1 supercell for further calculations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Reference oxygen sites in (a) perfect corundum crystal,
(b) that containing neutral oxygen interstitial leading to the
dumbbell formation (d O0 -O = 1.40 Å), (c) that containing
i

reg

charged oxygen interstitial ( d - reg = 1.87 Å). All views are
O -O
i

shown across the vertical z-axis (Al ions oriented along them).

Moreover, we have considered the migration path for
charged oxygen interstitial from highly-symmetric point in
the center of octahedral towards one of the oxygen atoms,
which results in a pair configuration formation (right image in Fig. 2). On each step, O i− ion has been moved closer
to a final site and surrounding configuration of atoms has
been optimized.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Calculations of charged oxygen interstitials According to the results obtained for both the 2×2×1
and 3×3×1 supercells, the octahedral interstitial position
has been found to be less energetically favorable. After optimization interstitial oxygen does not change its position
and stays in the center. For interstitial located towards
regular oxygen ion, optimization has led to formation of
the pair ( d O − − O = 1.87 Å), which is energetically more
i

reg

favorable. The site symmetry has been preserved (Fig. 1c),
so a pair consists of two equivalent oxygen atoms (Table
1). Mulliken charge analysis shows, that there is also no
bond population exists between O − and regular O qreg− ions.
i

However, additional electron is localized within this site
and involved in formation of three new Oi—Al bonds.

reg

1.70 Å) – the dumbbell configuration. The latter has been
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Table 1

Interionic

distances

−

Oi

q+

− Alreg (dOi-Al)

and

q−

−
O i − O reg (dOi-Oreg) as well as the atomic effective charges in two

different supercells.
supercell

dOi-Al, Å

dOi-Oreg, Å

effective charge, e
Oi
Oreg

2×2×1

3×3×1

1.848
1.865
1.997

1.872

1.848
1.859
2.003

1.871

+

-1.588

-1.577

Oreg

Oi

-0.789

-0.789

-0.788

-0.789

3.2 Migration of charged oxygen interstitial We
have performed optimization of migration path between
two configurations shown in Fig. 2. We observe a small
energy barrier along the path, which prevents an octahedral
configuration from spontaneous relaxation to a pair configuration. The barrier can be associated with the breaking
of Al-O bond. It was shown earlier that diffusion of neutral
oxygen interstitial does not have significant barrier. After

passing the barrier, O i− form three Al-O bonds in total,
which become stronger in the end of path. The total energy
gain is 0.76 eV. This value can be considered as diffusion
barrier for O i− interstitial migration through α-Al2O3 crystal, if migration path lies through centre of an octahedron.
The estimated parameters of structural relaxation of Al
and O ions along the path as well as the electronic charges
induced on neighbouring atoms are shown in Table 2. Interstitial O i− ion has a higher impact on its surrounding as
compared to Oi atom. Al ions are stronger attracted to O i− ,
which results in formation of two strong Al-Oi bonds. As
to regular O qreg− ions, they are displaced outwards O i− . The
effective charge of oxygen interstitial increases with its
motion along the path; the electronic density is mainly
coming from a regular oxygen atom, which is involved in a
pair formation. Thus, in the initial position interstitial oxygen has the effective charge -0.62e. During diffusion it
grows to -0.73e in the transition point, and -0.79e in a final
pair configuration. As a result, the total charge localized on
a pair site is -1.58e and three new Al-O bonds are formed

Figure 2 The energy curve for migration of interstitial O i− ion in corundum. Zero point corresponds to initial position in a centre of
octahedron (left image), while the distance is counted from this centre to a final pair position. The height of the energy barrier is
0.76 eV.

so almost one additional electron is localized thereon (effective charges on O

q−
reg

and

q+
Al i

are -1.0e and +1.5e).

The electronic density redistribution during the migration is shown in Fig. 4. In the initial configuration (1), the
additional electron is partly delocalized over a whole supercell, with a small surplus of the electronic density observed on several regular sites. In the transition configuration (2), the additional electron density is attracted from
the nearest regular oxygen ions, but formation of a real covalent bond is not observed. The redistribution of the electrons on Al2 site can be associated with Al2-Oi bond

© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

breaking, which also can be one of the reasons for the migration barrier. Lastly, in a final pair configuration (3),
both O i− and O1reg ions reveal the equivalent electronic
configurations. Both the electronic density plots (Fig. 4)
and the Mulliken population analysis (Table 2) do not
show any signs of the O i− - O qreg− covalent bond formation.
We suppose that the geometry of this pair is a result of the
electrostatic interaction between two oxygen ions, which is
energetically favourable for the formation of Al-O bonds.
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Table 2 Structural relaxation of nearest ions along the migration path and their charges for initial, transition and final configurations
(Fig. 3).

a

atoms

initial

|∆r |, Å

∆q, e

transition

|∆r |, Å

∆q, e

final

|∆r |, Å

∆q, e

Al1
Al2
O1a
O2
O3
Al3
Al4
O4

1.792
1.792
2.221
2.221
2.221
2.80
2.80
3.31

0.128
0.128
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.04
0.04
0.01

0.04
0.04
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
0.033
0.033
0

1.82
1.91
1.95
2.15
2.23
2.20
2.44
2.80

0.182
0.098
0.340
0.095
0.115
0.053
0.12
0.078

0
0
-0.15
-0.04
-0.03
0.03
0.02
0

1.85
2.49
1.87
2.17
2.34
1.86
2.00
2.49

0.24
0.05
0.788
0.18
0.24
0.13
0.21
0.10

-0.02
0
-0.21
-0.02
-0.02
0.01
-0.01
0

Oxygen involved in pair formation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 3 Relaxation of the nearest ions along the migration path for initial (1), transition (2) and final (3) configurations (Table 2).

(1) Initial configuration

(2) Transition state configuration

(3) Pair configuration

Figure 4 2D electron density plots ρ(r) for initial, transition and final states. Side-view planes are selected, that these planes cross oxq−

ygen interstitial as well as O reg (fully or partially). Dash-dotted (black online) isolines correspond to the zero level. Solid (red) and
dashed (blue) isolines describe positive and negative values of the difference in electron density, respectively. Isodensity curves are
drawn from 0.05 to +0.05 e Å-3 with an increment of 0.0005 e Å-3.

4 Conclusions We have presented the results of largescale ab initio calculations on defective corundum with
radiation-induced charged interstitial O i− ions displaced
from regular lattice sites by high-energy neutrons and
ions. Unlike a neutral interstitial Oi atom, studied by us

tice, due to the strong Coulomb attraction to the nearest
q+

Ali cations and stronger repulsion from adjacent regular

O qreg− anions.

previously [11, 12], the migrating O ion does not form

It has been also found that one of the configurations in
corundum lattice for quasi-stable location of interstitial O i−

dumbbells with the nearest O qreg− ions in a corundum lat-

ion is the centre of octahedron formed by six nearest O qreg−

−
i
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anions, unlike neutral Oi atom which prefers to migrate
spontaneously from the centre of octahedron towards one
of adjacent O qreg− anions in order to form the dumbbell configuration. As a result, the barrier for a charged O i− ion
migration in corundum is predicted to be ~70% smaller
than that for the interstitial Oi atom (0.76 eV vs. 1.30 eV
[12], respectively).
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